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Abstra t

This paper addresses the issue of automati

emotion re ognition in spee h. We fo us

on a type of emotional manifestation whi h has been rarely studied in spee h pro essing: fear-type emotions o

urring during abnormal situations (here, unplanned events

where human life is threatened). This study is dedi ated to a new appli ation in emotion re ognition - publi
the

safety. The starting point of this work is the denition and

olle tion of data illustrating extreme emotional manifestations in threatening

situations. For this purpose we develop the SAFE
Fi tional and Emotional

orpus (Situation Analysis in a

orpus) based on  tion movies. It

re ordings organized into 400 audiovisual sequen es. The

onsists of 7 hours of

orpus

ontains re ordings

of both normal and abnormal situations and provides a large s ope of

ontexts and

therefore a large s ope of emotional manifestations. In this way, not only it addresses
the issue of the la k of

orpora illustrating strong emotions, but also it forms an in-

teresting support to study a high variety of emotional manifestations. We dene a
task-dependent annotation strategy whi h has the parti ularity to des ribe simultaneously the emotion and the situation evolution in

ontext. The emotion re ognition

system is based on these data and must handle a large s ope of unknown speakers
and situations in noisy sound environments. It

onsists of a fear vs. neutral

tion. The novelty of our approa h relies on disso iated a ousti
and unvoi ed
the

lassi a-

models of the voi ed

ontents of spee h. The two are then merged at the de ision step of

lassi ation system. The results are quite promising given the

omplexity and

the diversity of the data: the error rate is about 30%.
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Introdu tion

One of the

hallenges of spee h pro essing is to give

understand human behaviour. The

omputers the ability to

omputer input is the signal

aptured by a

mi rophone, i.e. the low level information provided by audio samples. Closing
the gap between this low level data and understanding of human behaviour,
it's a s ienti

hallenge. Consequently, the issue now is not only to know what

is said but also to know the speaker's attitude, emotion or personality.

This paper

on erns the emerging resear h eld of emotion re ognition in

spee h. We propose to investigate the integration of emotion re ognition in
a new appli ation, namely automati surveillan e systems. This study omes
1
within the s ope of the SERKET proje t, whi h aims to develop surveillan e
systems dealing with dispersed data

oming from heterogeneous sensors, in-

luding audio sensors. It is motivated by the
tional

ru ial role played by the emo-

omponent of spee h in the understanding of human behaviour, and

therefore in the diagnosis of abnormal situation.

Our audio-based surveillan e system is ultimately designed to
information

onsider the

onveyed by abnormal non-vo al events su h as gunshots (Clavel

et al., 2005), though we fo us here on the part of the system dealing with vo al
manifestations in abnormal situations. We look at things from the viewpoint
of prote ting human life in the

ontext of

ivil safety and we

hoose to fo us

on abnormal situations during whi h human life is in danger (e.g. re, psy hologi al and physi al atta k). In this

ontext, the targeted emotions

orrespond

to a type of emotional manifestation whi h has been so far rarely studied 
fear-type emotions o

urring during abnormal situations.

The development of an emotion re ognition system

an be broken down into

four distin t steps: the a quisition of emotional data, the manual annotation
of the emotional

ontent, the a ousti

des ription of the emotional

ontent

and the development of ma hine learning algorithm. Given that the emotional
phenomenon is espe ially

omplex and hard to dene, these steps require the

know-how of a set of distin t dis iplines su h as psy hology, so ial s ien es, biology, phoneti , linguisti , arti ial intelligen e, statisti s, a ousti s and audio
signal pro essing. In this introdu tion, we set out rst to unravel the know-how
of these dis iplines from an emotion re ognition system point of view and then
to present the additional

hallenges implied by the surveillan e appli ation.

1 http://www.resear h.thalesgroup. om/software/ ognitive_solutions/Serket/index.html
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1.1 Overview of emotion re ognition systems
1.1.1 A quisition of the emotional re ordings
The basis of emotion resear h studies is the a quisition of data that are re ordings of emotional manifestations. More pre isely, data are required for the
on eption of emotion re ognition systems so that the ma hine
dierentiate the a ousti

models of emotion. In this

ase, the

an learn to

hallenge is to

olle t a large number of re ordings illustrating emotions as they are expe ted
to o

ur in appli ation data. In parti ular, data should be ideally represen-

tative of everyday life if the appli ation has to run in everyday life
(Douglas-Cowie et al., 2003). Besides, not only the type of
but also the type of pi tured
appli ation. The

ontexts

olle ted emotions

ontexts should be appropriate for the targeted

ontext of emotion emergen e

on erns the situation (pla e,

triggering events), the intera tion (human-human or human-ma hine, duration of the intera tion), the so ial
the speaker (gender, age), the

ontext (agent- ustomer for

ultural

guage, diale t), and the inter-modal

ontext, the linguisti

all

entres),

ontext (lan-

ontext (gesture and spee h for surveil-

lan e appli ations or spee h alone for

all

entres).

The HUMAINE network of ex ellen e has arried out an evaluation of the
2
existing emotional databases . This evaluation shows that one requirement
is not adequately addressed in existing databases: there is a la k of
illustrating strong emotions with an a
i
and

orpora

eptable level of realism. Indeed spe-

real-life emotional data are di ult to

olle t given their unpredi table

ondential nature. That's the reason why a ted databases are still used

to a large extent in emotional spee h studies: Juslin and Laukka (2003) list
104 studies on emotions and estimate at 87% the per entage of studies

arried

out on a ted data. The di ulty is greater when dealing with extreme emotions o

urring in real-life threat

ontexts and extreme emotions are almost

ex lusively illustrated in a ted databases (Mozzi ona

i (1998), Kienast and

Sendlmeier (2000), van Bezooijen (1984), Abelin and Allwood (2000), Ya oub
et al. (2003), M Gilloway (1997), Dellaert et al. (1996), Banse and S herer
(1996), Bänziger et al. (2006)).
A ted databases generally tend to ree t stereotypes that are more or less far
from emotions likely to o

ur in real-life

ontexts. This realism depends on the

speaker (professional a tor or not) and on the

ontext or the s enario provided

to the speaker for emotion simulation. Most a ted databases are laboratory
data produ ed under

onditions designed to remove

Some re ent studies have aimed to

ontextual information.

olle t more realist emotional portrayals

by using a ting te hniques that are thought to stir genuine emotions through

2 http://emotion-resear h.net/wiki/Databases
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a tion (Bänziger et al., 2006), (Enos and Hirshberg, 2006).
An alternative way to obtain realisti

emotional manifestations is to indu e

emotions without speaker's knowledge, su h as with the eWIZ database (Aubergé
et al., 2004), and the SAL database (Douglas-Cowie et al., 2003). However, the
indu tion of fear-type emotions may be medi ally dangerous and unethi al, so
that fear-type emotions are not illustrated in eli ited databases.
The third type of emotional database, real-life database, illustrates, to a large
extent, everyday life

ontexts in whi h so ial emotions

urrently o

ur. Some

real-life databases illustrate strong emotional manifestations (Vidras u and
Devillers (2005), Fran e et al. (2003)) but the types of situational
are very spe i

(emergen y

all

ontexts

entre and therapy sessions), whi h raises

the matter of using databases illustrating a restri ted s ope of

ontexts (as

dened previously) for various appli ations.

1.1.2 Annotation of the emotional ontent
The se ond step

onsists of the emotional

ontent annotation of the re ord-

ings. The hallenge is to dene an annotation strategy whi h is a good trade-o
between generi ity (data-independent) and the

omplexity of the annotation

task. Annotated data are required not only to evaluate the performan e of the
system, but also to build the training database by linking re ordings to their
emotional

lasses. The annotated data must therefore provide an a

eptable

level of agreement. However, the emotional phenomenon is espe ially

omplex

and subje ted to dis ord. A

ording to S herer et al. (1980), this

omplexity

is in reased by the two opposite ee ts push/pull implied in emotional spee h:
physiologi al ex itations push the voi e in one dire tion and
tempts driven by

ons ious at-

ultural rules pull them in an another dire tion.

The literature on emotion representation models has its roots in psy hologi al studies, and oers two major des ription models. The rst one

onsists

of representing the range of emotional manifestation in abstra t dimensions.
Various dimensions have been proposed and vary a

ording to the underly-

ing psy hologi al theory. The a tivation/evaluation spa e is re ently the one
whi h is used the most frequently and is known to

apture a large range of

emotional variation (Whissel, 1989).
The se ond one

onsists of using ategories for the emotion des ription. A large

amount of studies dedi ated to emotional spee h use a short list of `basi ' (see
the overview of Orthony and Turner (1990)) or `primary' (Damasio, 1994)
emotion terms whi h dier a

ording to the underlying psy hologi al theories.

The `Big Six' (fear, anger, joy, disgust, sadness and surprise) dened by Ekman
and Friesen (1975) are the most popular. However fuller lists (Ekman (1999),
Whissel (1989), Plut hik (1984)) have been established to des ribe `emotion-
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related states' (Cowie and Cornelius, 2003) and Devillers et al. (2005b) have
shown that emotions in real-life are rarely `basi
blended emotional manifestations. At a

emotions' but

omplex and

ognitive level, this type of des ription

involves drawing frontiers in the per eptive spa e. Ea h emotional
may be

onsidered as a prototype 

ategory

enter of a

lass of more or less similar

emotional manifestations (Kleiber, 1990) whi h

an be linked to other simi-

lar manifestations. The di ulty of the

ategorization task strongly depends

on the emotional material. The majority of a ted databases aim to illustrate
predened emotional prototypes. All the emotional manifestations illustrated
by this type of

orpus are strongly

trast, emotions o

onvergent to the same prototype. By

urring in real-life

on-

orpora are un ontrolled. They display

unpredi table distan es to their theoreti al prototype. This propensity to o ur in dierent situations through various manifestations engenders labelling
hallenges when one makes use of a predened list of labels. In addition, the
omplexity of emotional

ategorization is in reased by the diversity of the

data.
Existing annotation s hemes fall short of industrial expe tations. Noting this,
3
whi h is losely akin to the motivation of the EARL proposal
by the W3C
Emotion In ubator Group, leads us to unravel the emotion des ription task
from an emotion re ognition system point view.

1.1.3 A ousti des ription of the emotional ontent
After the emotional material has been

olle ted and labelled, the next step

is to extra t from the spee h re ordings a ousti

features

hara terizing the

various emotional manifestations. This representation of spee h signal will be
used as the input of the emotion

lassi ation system. Existing representa-

tions are based on both high-level and low-level features. High-level features,
su h as pit h or intensity, aim at

hara terizing the spee h variation a

ompa-

nying physiologi al or bodily emotional modi ations (Pi ard (1997) S herer
et al. (2001)). First studies fo us on prosodi

features whi h in lude typi ally

pit h, intensity and spee h rate and are largely used in emotion

lassi ation

systems (Kwon et al. (2003) M Gilloway (1997) S huller et al. (2004)) and
stand out to be espe ially salient for fear

hara terization (S herer (2003),

Devillers and Vasiles u (2003), Batliner et al. (2003)). Voi e quality features
whi h

hara terize

used for emotional

reaky, breathy or tensed voi es have also re ently been
ontent a ousti

representation (Campbell and Mokhtari,

2003). Low-level features su h as spe tral and

3 Emotion

Annotation

resear h.net/earl/proposal.

and
The

Representation
W3C

Emotion

epstral features, were initially

Language
In ubator

http://emotionGroup,

after

one

year of joint work involving several HUMAINE partners, has published its Final
Report and a paper in ACII 2007 (S hroeder et al., 2007)
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used for spee h pro essing systems, but

an also be used for emotion

lassi-

ation systems (Shafran et al. (2003) Kwon et al. (2003)).

1.1.4 Classi ation algorithms
The nal step

onsists in the development of

aim to re ognize one emotional

lassi ation algorithms whi h

lass among others or to

lasses among themselves. The used emotional

lassify emotional

lasses vary a

ording to the

targeted appli ation or the type of studied emotional data.
Emotion

lassi ation systems are essentially based on supervised ma hine

learning algorithms: Support Ve tor Ma hines (Devillers and Vidras u, 2007),
Gaussian Mixture Models (S huller et al., 2004), Hidden Markov Models (Wagner, 2007), k nearest neighbors (Lee et al., 2002), et .. It is rather di ult to
ompare the e ien y of the various existing approa hes, sin e no evaluation

ampaign has been

arried out so far. Performan es are besides not only

dependent on the adopted ma hine learning algorithm but also on:
- the diversity of the tested data:
intera tion), re ording
- the emotional

ontexts (speakers, situations, types of

onditions;

lasses (number and type);

- the training and test

onditions (speaker-dependent or not) (S huller et al.,

2003);
- the te hniques for a ousti

feature extra tion whi h are more or less depen-

dent of prior knowledge of the linguisti

ontent and of the speaker identity

(normalization by speaker or by phone, analysis units based on linguisti
ontent).
A rst eort to

onne t existing systems has been

arried out with the CE-

ICES (Combining Eorts for Improving automati

Classi ation of Emotional
4
user States) laun hed in 2005 by the FAU Erlangen through the HUMAINE
network of ex ellen e (Batliner et al., 2006).

1.2 Contributions
It emerges from the previous overview that the development of emotion re ognition systems is a re ent resear h eld and the integration of su h systems
in ee tive appli ations requires to raise new s ienti
tem on laboratory emotional data was indeed

issues. The rst sys-

arried out re ently by Dellaert

et al. (1996). Although some emotion re ognition systems are now dealing with
spontaneous and more omplex data (Devillers et al., 2005b), this resear h eld

4 http://www5.informatik.uni-erlangen.de/Fors hung/Projekte/HUMAINE/?language=en
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just begins to be studied with the perspe tive of industrial appli ations su h
as

all entres (Lee et al., 1997) and human-robot intera tion (Oudeyer, 2003).

In this

ontext, our approa h

ontributes to an important

surveillan e appli ation implies the
and

ontext  fear-type emotions o

the integration of new

hallenge, sin e the

onsideration of a new type of emotion
urring during abnormal situations  and

onstraints.

1.2.1 The appli ation: audio-surveillan e
Existing automati

surveillan e systems are essentially based on video

dete t abnormal situations: intrusion, abnormal

ues to

rowd movement, et .. Su h

systems aim to provide an assistan e to human operators. The parallel surveillan e of multiple s reens in reases indeed the

ognitive overload of the sta

and raises the matter of vigilan e.
However audio event dete tion has only begun to be used in some spe i
surveillan e appli ations su h as medi al surveillan e (Va her et al., 2004).
Audio

ues, su h as gun shots or s reams (Clavel et al., 2005) typi ally, may

onvey useful informations about

riti al situations. Using several sensors in-

reases the available information and strengthens the quality of the abnormal
situation diagnoses. Besides audio information is useful when the abnormal
situation manifestations are poorly expressed by visual

ues su h as gun-shot

events or human shouts or when these manifestations go out of shot of the
ameras.

1.2.2 The pro essing of a spe i emotional ategory: fear-type emotions o urring during abnormal situations.
Studies dedi ated to the re ognition of emotion in spee h

ommonly refer to

a restri ted number of emotions su h as the `Big Six' (see 1.1.2) espe ially
when they are based on a ted databases. Among the studied emotions, feartype emotions in their extreme manifestations are not frequently studied in
the resear h eld of real-life ae tive
a

omputing. Studies prefer to take into

ount more moderate emotional manifestations whi h o

and whi h are shaped by politeness habits and

ur in everyday life

ultural behaviours. Indeed, a

large part of appli ations is dedi ated to improve the naturalness of the humanma hine intera tion for everyday tasks (dialog systems for banks and

ommer-

ial servi es (Devillers and Vasiles u, 2003), arti ial agents (Pela haud, 2005),
robots (Breazeal and Aryananda, 2002)). However, some appli ations, su h as
dialog systems for military appli ations (Varadarajan et al., 2006), (Fernandez
and Pi ard, 2003) or emergen y

all

entres (Vidras u and Devillers, 2005),

deal with strong fear-type emotions in spe i

ontexts (see Se tion 1.1.1)

The emotions targeted by surveillan e appli ations belong to the spe i

7
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of emotions emerging in abnormal situations. More pre isely fear-type emotions may be symptomati

for threat situations where the matter of survival

is raised. Here, we are looking for fear-type emotions o

urring in dynami

sit-

uations, during whi h the matter of survival is raised. In su h situations some
expe ted emotional manifestations
fear (Darwin, 1872): they may o
geted emotional

orrespond to primary manifestations of
ur as a rea tion to a threat. But the tar-

lass in ludes also more

omplex fear-related emotional states

(Cowie and Cornelius, 2003) ranging from worry to pani .
Fear manifestations are indeed varying a

ording to the imminen e of the

threat (potential, latent, immediate or past). For our surveillan e appli ation,
we are interested in the human assistan e by dete ting not only the threat but
also the threat emergen e. There is therefore a strong interest to
the various emotional manifestations inside the fear

onsider all

lass.

1.2.3 The appli ation onstraints
From a surveillan e appli ation point of view, the emotion re ognition system
has to:
- run on data with a high diversity in terms of number and type of speakers,
-

ope with more or less noisy environments (e.g. bank, stadium, airport,
subway, station),

- be speaker independent and

ope with a high number of unknown speakers,

- be text-independent, i.e. not rely on a spee h re ognition tool, as a

onse-

quen e of the need to deal with various qualities of the re orded signal in a
surveillan e appli ation.

1.2.4 Approa h and outline
In this paper, we ta kle all the various steps involved in the development of
an emotion re ognition system:
- the development of a new emotional database in response to the appli ation

onstraints: the

s ope of threat

hallenge is to

olle t data whi h illustrate a large

ontexts, emotional manifestations, speakers, and envi-

ronments (Se tion 2),
- the denition and development of a task-dependent annotation strategy
whi h integrates this diversity and the evolution of emotional manifestations a

ording to the situation (Se tion 2),

- the extra tion of relevant a ousti

features for fear-type emotions

har-

a terization: the di ulty relies in nding speaker-independent and textindependent relevant features (Se tion 3),

8
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- the development of an emotion re ognition system based on ma hinelearning te hniques: the system needs to be robust to the variability of
the expe ted data and to the noise environment (Se tion 3),
- the performan e evaluation in experimental onditions as

lose as possible

to those of the ee tive targeted appli ation (Se tion 4).

2

Colle tion and annotation of fear-type emotions in dynami

sit-

uations

2.1 Colle tion of audiovisual re ordings illustrating abnormal situations
Abnormal situations are espe ially rare and unpredi table and real-life surveillan e data are often ina
these di ulties, we

essible in order to prote t personal priva y. Given

hose to rely on a type of support hitherto unexploited by

emotional studies, namely the  tion. Our  tion
Situation Analysis in a Fi tional and Emotional

orpus (the SAFE Corpus 
orpus)

onsists of 400 audio-

visual sequen es in English extra ted from a olle tion of 30 re ent movies from
various genres: thrillers, psy hologi al drama, horror movies, movies whi h aim
at re onstituting dramati
The duration of the

news items or histori al events or natural disasters.

orpus totals 7 hours of re ordings organized in sequen es

from 8 se onds to 5 minutes long. A sequen e is a movie se tion illustrating one
type of situation  kidnapping, physi al aggression, ood et . The sequen e
duration depends on the way of illustration and segmentation of the targeted
situation in the movie. A majority  71 %  of the SAFE

orpus depi ts abnor-

mal situations with fear-type emotional manifestations among other emotions,
the remaining data

onsisting in normal situations to ensure the o

uren e of

a su ient number of other emotional states or verbal intera tions.
The  tional movie support has so far rarely been exploited for emotional
5
omputing studies . On the one hand,  tion undoubtedly provides a ted
emotions and audio re ordings ee ts whi h

annot always ree t a true pi -

ture of the situation. Furthermore, the audio and video
remixed afterward and are re orded under better

hannels are often

onditions than in real sur-

veillan e data. On the other hand, we are here working on data very dierent
from laboratory data, whi h are taken out of

ontext with

lean re ording

onditions, and whi h have been largely studied in the past. The  tion provides re ordings of emotional manifestations in their environmental noise. It
oers a large s ope of believable emotion portrayals. Emotions are expressed
by skilled a tors in interpersonal intera tions. The large

ontext dened by the

5 We found only one paper (Amir and Cohen, 2007) whi h exploits dialog extra ted
from an animated lm to study emotional spee h.

9
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movie s ript favours the identi ation of a tors with

hara ters and tends to

stir genuine emotions. Besides, the emotional material is quite relevant from
the appli ation point of view. Various threat situations, speakers, and re ording

onditions are indeed illustrated. This diversity is required for surveillan e

appli ations. But the two major
- the dynami
lution a

ontributions of su h a

aspe t of the emotions: the

orpus are:

orpus illustrates the emotion evo-

ording to the situation in interpersonal intera tions.

- the diversity of emotional manifestations: the  tion depi ts a large variety
of emotional manifestations whi h

ould be relevant for number of appli a-

tions but whi h would be very di ult to

olle t in real life.

2.2 In situ des ription of the emotional ontent
We propose a task-dependent annotation strategy whi h aims both to dene
the emotional

lasses that will be

onsidered by the system and to provide

information to help understand system behaviours.

2.2.1 Annotation tools and strategy
The annotation s heme is dened via the XML formalism (eXtensive Mark-up
Language) under ANVIL (Kipp, 2001) (Devillers et al., 2005a) whi h provides
an appropriate interfa e for multimodal
The audio

ontent des ription is

orpora annotation (see Figure 1).

in situ ',

arried out `

whi h means in the

ontext of the sequen e and with the help of video support. It

onsists in the

sequen e des ription of both situational and emotional ontents. The sequen e
is split into audio-based annotation units  the

segments. These derive from the

dialog and emotional stru ture of the interpersonal intera tions. The segment
orresponds to a speaker turn or a portion of speaker turn with an homogeneous emotional
into a

in situ ' des

This `

ontent, that is without abrupt emotional

hange, taking

ount the following emotional des riptors ( ategori al and dimensional).
ription makes it possible to

tional manifestations o

apture the evolution of the emo-

urring in a sequen e and to study its

orrelation with

the evolution of the situation.

2.2.2 Annotation tra ks
The situation illustrated in the sequen e is depi ted by various

ontextual

tra ks:
- The

speaker tra k

provides the genre of the speaker and also its position in

10
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Fig. 1.

Annotation s heme under ANVIL

the intera tion (aggressor, vi tim or others).
- The

threat tra k

gives information about the degree of imminen e of the

threat (no threat, potential, latent, immediate or past threats) and its intensity. Besides, a

ategorization of threat types is proposed by answering

the following step by step questions: If there is a threat, is it known by the
vi tim(s)? Do the vi tims know the origin of the threat? Is the aggressor
present in the sequen e? Is he/she a familiar of the vi tims?
- The

spee h tra k

tent of spee h a

stores the verbal and non-verbal (shouts, breathing) on6
trans ription rules. The type of audio

ording to the LDC

environment (musi /noise) and the quality of spee h are also detailed. The
ategories obtained via this annotation

ould be employed to test the ro-

bustness of the dete tion methods to environmental noise.

6 Linguisti

Data Consortium
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Categori al and dimensional des riptors are used to des ribe the emotional
manifestations at the segment level. Categori al des riptors provide a taskdependent des ription of the emotional ontent with various levels of a
Indeed, it is espe ially di ult to a
(in terms of per eived

urately delimit the emotional

ura y.

ategories

lasses for the annotation strategy and of a ousti

mod-

els for the dete tion system see Se tion 1.1.2) when the data variability is
high, as it is the

ase here. In order to limit the number of emotion

we have sele ted four major emotion

lasses: global

emotions, neutral, positive emotions. Global
related emotional states and the neutral

lass

lasses,

lass fear, other negative

lass fear

orresponds to all fear-

orresponds to non-negative and

non-positive emotional spee h with a faint emotional a tivation, as dened in
7
Devillers (2006) . These broad emotional ategories are spe ied by emotional
sub ategories whi h are
situations. This list

hosen from a list of emotions o

urring in abnormal

onsists in both simple sub ategories presented in Table 1

and mixed sub ategories obtained by

ombining the simple sub ategories (e.g.

stress-anger).
Table 1

Emotional ategories and sub ategories.
Broad

ategories

Sub ategories

fear

stress,

terror,

anxiety,

worry,

anguish,

pani , distress, mixed sub ategories
other negative emotions

anger, sadness, disgust, suering, de eption,

ontempt, shame, despair,

ruelty,

mixed sub ategories
neutral

-

positive emotions

joy,

relief,

determination,

pride,

hope,

gratitude, surprise, mixed sub ategories

Dimensional des riptors are based on three abstra t dimensions: evaluation,
intensity and rea tivity. They are quantied on dis rete s ales. Evaluation
axis

overs dis rete values from wholly negative to wholly positive (-3,-2,-

1,0,+1,+2,+3). The intensity and rea tivity axes provide four levels from 0 to
3. The intensity dimension is a variant of the a tivation dimension dened in

7 The

on ept of neutral emotion is ambiguous and needs to be

eption of 

neutral 

emotion is speaker-dependent and varies a

laried. The per-

ording to the emo-

tional intelligen e of the labellers (Clavel et al., 2006a). In this work, the 
emotion

orresponds to the

ases where the judges

neutral 

ould not per eive any emotion

in the multimodal expression. Indeed, we are here fo using on the expressive aspe t
of the emotional phenomenon, that is one of the three aspe ts ( ognitive, physiologi al, and expressive)

urrently a

epted as

omposing the emotional phenomenon

(S herer, 1984). Harrigan et al. (2005) spe ify also this fo us on the expressive aspe t
of emotion to dene neutral attributes for their study.
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psy hologi al theories (Osgood et al., 1975) as the level of

orporal ex itation

expressed by physiologi al rea tions su h as heartbeat in reasing or transpiration. But we prefer to use the intensity dimension as we estimate it more
suitable for the des ription of the oral emotional manifestations. For intensity
and evaluation, the level 0

orresponds to neutral. The rea tivity value indi-

ates whether the speaker seems to be subje ted to the situation (passive, level
0) or to rea t to it (a tive, level 3) and has been adapted to the appli ation
ontext from the most frequently used third dimension - named the

ontrol

dimension (Russell, 1997). Besides this dimension is only used for emotional
manifestations o

urring during threats.

Abstra t dimensions allow the spe i ation of the broad emotional
by

ategories

ombining the dierent levels of the s aled abstra t dimensions. The per-

eptual salien e of those des riptors and of the annotation unit was evaluated
at the beginning of our work and as a preliminary step in validating the data
a quisition and annotation strategy in Clavel et al. (2004).

2.2.3 Annotation task of labellers
The segmentation and the rst annotation of the

orpus were

arried out by

a native English labeller (Lab1). Two other Fren h/English bilingual labellers
(Lab2 and Lab3) independently annotated the emotional
segmented sequen es. It would be interesting to

ontent of the pre-

arry out further annotation

exer ises to strengthen the reliability but the annotation task is espe ially
ostly.
The

ontextual and video support of the sequen e

ompli ates the segment

annotation and in reases the annotation time. Indeed, the annotation of the
emotional

ontent in the pre-segmented sequen es (7 hours) takes about 100

hours as the de ision is taken by

onsidering the

nels (audio, video). But this support is

ontext and the several

han-

ru ial to strengthen the reliability

of the annotations. The segmentation pro ess is also very

ostly, sin e the

omplete segmentation and annotation task takes twi e the time of the simple
annotation of the pre-segmented sequen es. Given the s ale of this task we do
not so far have a validation proto ol for the segmentation step and for the
other annotation tra ks.

2.2.4 Evaluation of the reliability
When dealing with emotion

omputing, there are two main aspe ts to handle:

the diversity of emotional manifestations and the subje tivity of emotion pereption. We attempt to deal with the rst aspe t by

onsidering various levels

of a

ura y in our annotation strategy. The se ond aspe t is here unraveled

by a

omparative in-depth analysis of the annotations obtained by the three
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labellers (Lab1, Lab2 and Lab3). The inter-labeller agreement is evaluated
using traditional kappa statisti s (Carletta, 1996) (Bakeman and Gottman,
1997) for the four emotional

ategories, and using Cronba h's alpha measure

(Cronba h, 1951) for the three dimensions.
The kappa
a

oe ient

κ

orresponds here to the agreement ratio taking into

ount the proportion of times that raters would agree by

κ=
where

p¯o

han e alone:

p¯o − p¯e
1 − p¯e

is the observed agreement proportion and

p¯e
1

the

han e term. These

PNseg

omputed as follows: p¯0 =
i=1 psegi and p¯e =
Nseg
2
k=1 pclk . pclk orresponds to the overall proportion of segments labelled with
the lass k, and the proportion psegi orresponds to the measure of agreement
two proportions are

PK

on ea h segment i between the

Nann

agreement level

han e, and at 1 when the agreement is total.

orresponds to

labellers. The kappa is at 0 when the

Cronba h's alpha is another measure of inter-labeller reliability, more suitable
than kappa for labels on a numeri al s ale. It is
formula:

α=
where

r̄

omputed by the following

Nann .r̄
1 + (Nann − 1).r̄

is the average inter orrelation between the labellers. The higher the

s ore, the more reliable the generated s ale is. The widely-a
s ien e

ut-o is that alpha values at .70 or higher

reliability

epted so ial

orrespond to an a

eptable

oe ient but lower thresholds are sometimes used in the literature

(Nunnaly, 1978).
The Cronba h's alpha and the kappa statisti s

omputed on the SAFE Corpus

between the three labellers' annotations are presented in Table 2.
Table 2

Kappa s ore and Cronba h's alpha oe ient omputed between the three labellers
omputed on the 5275 segments of the SAFE orpus
Kappa

Cronba h

0.49

.

Lab1 vs. Lab2

0.47

.

Lab1 vs. Lab3

0.54

.

Lab2 vs. Lab3

0.48

.

Intensity (four levels)

0.26

0.77

Evaluation (seven levels)

0.32

0.86

Rea tivity (four levels)

0.14

0.55

Categories (four

ategories)
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The kappa s ore obtained for the agreement level of the four emotional
egories between the three labellers is 0.49, whi h is an a

at-

eptable level of

agreement for subje tive phenomena su h as emotions (Landis and Ko h,
1977). Indeed, the use of global emotional
a

ategories allows us to obtain an

eptable level of agreement for the development of an automati

re ognition system. Moreover, this

emotion

hoi e has been adopted by other studies:

Douglas-Cowie et al. (2003), Shafran et al. (2003), Devillers et al. (2005b).

On the other hand, the kappas obtained for the three labellers are indeed
mu h lower than for global
the one used for the

ategories. The kappa used here is the same as

ategories and is dedi ated to measure the level of stri t

agreement between the dimensional levels. The best kappa value is at 0.32
and is obtained for the evaluation axis from whi h the

ategories are derived.

It shows that the level of stri t agreement is poor and not su ient to use
the dimensions as distin t
notations a

lasses for the system. However the labellers' an-

ording to the dimensions

ome out as

orrelated espe ially for

intensity and evaluation, as illustrated by the high Cronba h's alpha values in
Table 2. Ea h labeller seems to use his own referen e s ale on the dimension
axis. However, this dimensional annotation provides interesting information
to analyse the dis repan ies between the labellers' annotations su h as done
in Clavel et al. (2006a).

For the system presented in this work, we make use of the annotation in
global

ategories. For ea h

ategory, we keep the data annotated as this

at-

egory by the two labellers who have shown the highest disagreement on the
entire

orpus (the

ouple of labellers who has the lowest kappa). Segments

for whi h these two labellers disagree are not
hoi e

onsidered for the system. This

orresponds to a trade-o between the quantity and the reliability of

the data

onsidered for the training. Indeed, we did not

hoose to

onsider

for the system the three annotations be ause the quantity of data where the
three annotations

onverge is insu ient to build Gaussian mixture models.

The interse tion of two annotations allows us to obtain more data and the
onsideration of the two most divergent labellers (with the lowest kappa) ensures that on the data, where they agree, someone else would more probably
8
.

also agree

8 Another solution to obtain a trade-o between the quantity and the reliability is to
onsider the segments where at least two of the evaluators agree. This
ould be tested in a future work.
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2.3 SAFE Corpus Content
2.3.1 Global ontent
Table 3 des ribes the SAFE

orpus

ontent in terms of sequen es and seg-

ments. The segment duration depends on dialog intera tions and on emotional
variations in a speaker's turn. It follows that the segment duration is highly
variable. The 5275 segments of the SAFE
duration of the
15%

orpus, and

orpus represent 85% of the total

orrespond to 6 hours of spee h. The remaining

orrespond to portions of re ordings without spee h, that is with silen e

or noise only.
Table 3

SAFE Corpus Content
Unit

minimum

maximum

mean

number of segments per sequen e

1

53

13

duration

40 mse .

80 mse .

4 mse .

Segments

total number and duration
Sequen es

duration

5275 - 6 h
8 se .

total number and duration

5 min.

1 min.

400 - 7 h

2.3.2 Sound environments
In most movies, re ording

onditions tend to mirror reality: speaker move-

ments implying a natural variation in voi e sound level are thus respe ted.
However, the prin ipal speaker will be audible more often in a  tional ontext.
We

an hypothesize that this is not systemati ally the

ase in real re ording

onditions. Overall, the sound environments are strongly dependent on the
movie and may vary inside a movie and also inside a sequen e. They depend
on the type of situations depi ted and their evolution.
The rst diagram (Figure 2) indi ates the segment distribution a
their sound environment (N= noise only, M = musi
and musi ,
(Figure 3) a

only, N & M = noise

lean = without neither noise nor musi ) and the se ond diagram
ording to spee h quality (Q0=bad quality to Q3=good quality).

78% of the segments present an a
even though

ording to

eptable level of spee h quality (Q2 or Q3)

lean segments are not the majority part (21%) of the

orpus. It

shows that, despite the strong presen e of noise or musi , the spee h quality
is quite good. The

orpus provides therefore a high number of exploitable

segments. As presented further (see

orpus SAFE_1 in Se tion 4.1), we sele t,

for the system development and evaluation, segments with an a
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of spee h quality.

Fig. 2. Segment division a ording to the
sound environment.

Segment division a ording to
spee h quality.

Fig. 3.

2.3.3 Speakers
The surveillan e appli ation needs to

ope with a high number of unknown

speakers. With this in mind, the SAFE Corpus

ontains about 400 dierent

speakers. The distribution of spee h duration a

ording to gender is as fol-

lows: 47% male speakers, 31% female speakers, 2%
20% of spoken duration
manifestations of the

hildren. The remaining

onsists in overlaps between speakers, in luding oral

rowd (2%). We are aware of the need to pro ess all

the various types of spoken manifestations in luding overlaps for the ultimate
appli ation. However, the
not take into a
(see

urrent work, given its exploratory

ount the 20% of the spoken duration

orpus SAFE_1 in Se tion 4.1), as the a ousti

harder in this

ase (e.g

hara ter, does

onsisting in overlaps

modelling of fear is mu h

on urrent sour es for pit h estimation).

2.3.4 Emotions
In this paper we emphasize the main features
ontent of the SAFE

hara terizing the emotional

orpus, that is the presen e of extreme fear as illustrated

by abstra t dimension intensity and the relationship between the emotion label
and

ontext (threat). The emotional

ontent is presented by

onsidering the

per entage of attributions for ea h label by the three labellers, so that the
9
three annotations are taken into a ount . The attribution per entage of the
four emotional

ategories is thus the following: 32% for fear, 31% for other

negative emotions, 29% for neutral, and 8% for positive emotions.

9 We don't use the majority voting be ause there are more possible annotation
hoi es than labellers. So there are segments where the three labellers may have
three distin t annotations and whi h
the

ould therefore not be taken into a

orpus des ription.
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The attribution per entages of the various levels of the three dimensions is
presented in the table 4. The rea tivity is only evaluated on segments o

urring

during abnormal situations (71% of the segments) (see Se tion 2.2.2). In this
ontext, the emotional manifestations are more majoritary asso iated with a
low rea tivity of the speaker to the threat. Very few segments are evaluated
as positive on the evaluation axis (8% of positive emotions) and almost none
of them is evaluated as level 3. Another spe i ity of our

orpus

onsists in

the presen e of intense emotional manifestations: 50% of the segments are
evaluated as level 2 or 3 on the intensity axis.
Table 4

SAFE Corpus
Content: attribution per entage of emotional dimensions
X
XXX
XXX levels
XX
dimensions
XX

-3

-2

-1

0

1

2

3

intensity

.

.

.

29%

21%

30%

20%

evaluation

9%

34%

20%

29%

5%

3%

0%

rea tivity

.

.

.

6%

36%

19%

10%

Fear-type emotions are per eived as more intense than other emotions. 85%
of fear segments are labelled as level 2 or 3 on the intensity s ale while the
major part of other emotions are labelled level 1. Besides, the presen e of

ries

(139) seems to be asso iated with the presen e of extreme fear.

2.3.5 Emotional manifestations and threat
The

orrelation of ategori al des riptions of emotions with the threat provides

a ri h material to analyse the various emotional rea tions to a situation. Figure 4 shows the distribution of ea h emotional

ategory (fear, other negative

emotions, neutral, positive emotions) as a fun tion of the threat imminen e.
Fear is the major emotion during latent and immediate threats. By

ontrast

fear is not very mu h in eviden e during normal situations. Normal situations
in lude a major part of neutral segments and also negative and positive emotions. Latent and past threats seem to

ause a large part of other negative

emotions than fear, whi h suggests that emotional rea tions against a threat
may be various.
Table 5 illustrates the segment distribution (%) a

ording to ea h fear sub-

ategory for ea h degree of imminen e. The sub ategory anxiety has almost
never been sele ted by the labellers. Therefore we
sub ategories worry and anxiety. The three last
most frequent mixed

hoose to merge the two

olumns

orrespond to the

ategories (see Se tion 2.2.2). Taken as a whole, the sub-

ategories whi h are the most represented are thus anxiety-worry, pani

and

stress. During immediate threats, the major emotional sub- ategory is pani
(31.8%). By

ontrast, normal situations in lude a major part of anxiety-worry
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Percentage of segments for each category

80
fear
other negative emotions
neutral
positive emotions

70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0

No threat

Potential

Latent

Past

Immediate

Segment distribution a ording to emotional ategories for ea h degree of
threat imminen e
Fig. 4.

but neither distress nor fear mixed with suering, and very little terror and
stress during normal situations. These sub- ategories are almost ex lusively
present during immediate or latent threats. Otherwise, it is worth noting that
fear frequently o

urs mixed with other emotions su h as anger (mostly),

surprise, sadness and suering.
During past threats, the sub ategories anxiety-worry and pani
majority. The past threats whi h are depi ted in the SAFE
threats o

urring at the end of a sequen e, and they o

are in the

orpus are indeed

ur just after immediate

threats. It explains the presen e of similar emotional manifestations as those
o

urring during immediate threats, yet with a higher proportion of anxiety

aused by the threat.
Table 5

Segment distribution (%) a ording to ea h fear sub- ategory for ea h imminen e
degree (Pot. = potential, Lat. = latent, Imm. = immediate, Norm. = normal situation, anx. = anxiety, wor. = worry, ang. = anguish, distr. = distress, pan. = pani ,
terr. = terror)

XX
XXX emotion
XXX
XXX
threat

anx.

stress

ang.

distr.

pan.

terr.

wor.

fear-

fear-

fear-

anger

suering

surprise

Norm.

64,1

4,3

5,4

0,0

12,0

7,6

3,3

0,0

2,2

Pot.

61,2

4,1

6,1

0,0

10,2

6,1

10,2

0,0

2,0

Lat.

50,9

9,7

8,3

5,5

17,3

4,2

3,1

0,0

0,0

Imm.

25,2

13,7

6,7

6,0

31,8

8,1

3,5

2,7

0,8

Past

42,0

4,0

4,0

8,0

22,0

6,0

6,0

0,0

0,0
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3

Carrying out an audio-based fear-type emotion re ognition system

The fear-type emotion dete tion system fo uses on dierentiating fear
from neutral

lass

lass. The audio stream has been manually pre-segmented into

de ision frames whi h

orrespond to the

The system is based on a ousti

segments

as dened in Se tion 2.2.

ues and fo uses as a rst step on

lassifying

the predened emotional segments.

3.1 A ousti features extra tion, normalization and sele tion
The emotional

ontent is usually des ribed in terms of global units su h as

the word, the syllable or the ` hunk' (Batliner et al., 2004), (Vidras u and
Devillers, 2005) by

omputing statisti s. Alternatively, some studies use de-

s riptions at the frame analysis level (S huller et al., 2003). Here, we propose
a new des ription approa h whi h integrates various units of des ription that
are at both the frame analysis level and the traje tory level. A traje tory gathers su

essive frames with the same voi ing

ondition (see Figure 5). These

two temporal des ription levels have the advantage of being automati ally
extra ted.
Emotions in abnormal situations are a

ompanied by a strong body a tivity,

su h as running or tensing, whi h modies the spee h signal, in parti ular by
in reasing the proportion of unvoi ed spee h. Therefore some
orpus do not

segments

in the

ontain a su ient number of voi ed frames. The information

onveyed by the voi ed

ontent of the segment is therefore insu ient to de-

du e whether it is a fear segment or not. Su h segments o

ur less frequently in

everyday spee h than in strong emotional spee h. Here, 16% of the
fear segments against 3% of the neutral segments

olle ted

ontain less than 10% of

voi ed frames. The voi ed model is not able to exploit those segments. Given
the frequen y of unvoi ed portions and in order to handle this de ien y of
the voi ed model, a model of the emotional unvoi ed

ontent needs to be built.

The studies whi h take the unvoi ed portions into a
temporal level des riptions (S huller et al. (2004)), by

ount

onsist of global

omputing for exam-

ple the proportion of unvoi ed portions in a ` hunk'. Our approa h is original
be ause it separately
- the

voi ed ontent

or voi ed
- the

onsiders:
traditionally analysed and whi h

orresponds to vowels

onsonants su h as b" or d" and,

unvoi ed ontent whi

h is a generi term for both arti ulatory non voi ed

portions of the spee h (for example obstruants) and portions of non-modal
spee h produ ed without voi ing (for example
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mur).
The spee h ow of ea h segment is divided into su

essive frames of 40 ms

with a 30 ms overlap. The voi ing strength of the frame is evaluated under
Praat (Boersma and Weenink, 2005) by

omparing the auto orrelation fun -

tion to a threshold in order to divide the spee h ow into voi ed and unvoi ed
portions. Features are rst

omputed frame by frame. In order to model the

temporal evolution of the features, their derivatives and statisti s (min, max,
range, mean, standard deviation, kurtosis, skewness) are then

omputed at

the traje tory level su h as illustrated in Figure 5. Some features (the jitter,
the shimmer and the unvoi ed proportion) are

omputed at the

segment

level.

Feature extra tion method whi h separately onsiders the voi ed and unvoi ed
ontent and integrates various temporal levels of des ription

Fig. 5.

The

omputed features allow us to hara terize three types of a ousti

and

an be sorted into three feature groups:

- the

prosodi group

ontent,

whi h in ludes features relating to pit h (F0), intensity

ontours, and the duration of the voi ed traje tory, whi h are extra ted with
Praat. Pit h is

omputed using a robust algorithm for periodi ity dete tion

based on signal auto orrelation on ea h frame. Pit h and duration of the
voi ed traje tory are of
- the

voi e quality group

ourse

omputed only for the voi ed

ontent;

whi h in ludes the jitter (pit h modulation), the

shimmer (amplitude modulation), the unvoi ed rate ( orresponding to the
proportion of unvoi ed frames in a given segment) and the harmoni
noise ratio (ratio of signal periodi

part to non-harmoni

part

to

omputed

here using the algorithm developed in Yegnanarayana et al. (1998). The
HNR allows us to

hara terize the noise

ontribution of spee h during the

vo al eort. The per eived noise is due to irregular os illations of the vo al
ords and to additive noise. The algorithm relies on the substitution degree
for harmoni s by noise.
- the

spe tral and epstral features group

onsisting of the rst two formants

and their bandwidths, the Mel Frequen y Cepstral Coe ients (MFCC),
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the Bark band energy (BBE) and the spe tral

A total of 534 features are thus
the unvoi ed

A ousti

entroid (Cs).

al ulated for the voi ed

features are not varying ex lusively with the emotional ontent. They

are also dependent on the speaker and on the phoneti
the

ontent and 518 for

ontent.

ontent. It is typi ally

ase for pit h-related features and for the rst two formants. To handle

this di ulty most of the studies use a speaker normalization for pit h-related
features and a phoneme normalization for the rst two formants. However
the speaker normalization may be judged as inadequate to the surveillan e,
sin e the system needs to be speaker independent and has to
high number of unknown speakers. The SAFE

ope with a

orpus provides about 400 dif-

ferent speakers for this purpose. The phoneme normalization is here also not
performed as it relies on the use of a spee h re ognition tool in order to be
able to align the trans ription and the spee h signal. The re ording

ondi-

tions of the spee h signal in a surveillan e appli ation require to develop a
text-independent emotion dete tion system whi h does not rely on a spee h
re ognition tool. As a preliminary solution, we
malization whi h

hoose to use a min-max nor-

onsists in the s aling of the features between -1 and 1.

However, in future work, we plan to test more

omplex normalization te h-

niques su h as those used for speaker re ognition (e.g. feature warping) and
whi h might improve robustness to the mismat h of sound re ordings and to
noise.

The feature spa e is redu ed by sele ting the 40 most relevant features for a
two

lass dis rimination by using the Fisher sele tion algorithm (Duda and

Hart, 1973) in two steps. A rst sele tion is

arried out on ea h feature group

(prosodi , voi e quality, and spe tral) separately. One fth of features is sele ted for ea h group providing a rst feature set in luding about 100 features.
The nal feature set is then sele ted by applying the Fisher algorithm to the
rst feature set a se ond time . This method avoids having strong redundanies between the sele ted features by for ing the sele tion algorithm to sele t
features from ea h group. The salien e of the features is evaluated separately
for the voi ed and unvoi ed
the

ontents. The Fisher sele tion algorithm relies on

omputation of the Fisher Dis riminant Ratio (FDR) of ea h feature i:

F DRi =

where

µi,neutral

and neutral

and

µi,f ear

(µi,neutral − µi,f ear )2
2
2
σi,neutral
+ σi,f
ear

are

lass mean value of feature ve tor i for fear lass
2
2
lass respe tively and σi,neutral and σi,f ear the varian e values.
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3.2 Ma hine learning and de ision pro ess
The

lassi ation system merges two

unvoi ed lassier,

whi h

lassiers, the

voi ed lassier

and the

onsider respe tively the voi ed portions and the

unvoi ed portions of the segment (Clavel et al., 2006b).
The

lassi ation is performed using the Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM)

based approa h whi h has been thoroughly ben hmarked in the spee h
munity. For ea h

voi ed )

lass

Cq (Fear, Neutral

a probability density is

ombination of 8 Gaussian

and for ea h

omputed and

omponents

p(x/Cq ) =

pm,q

8
X

lassier (

om-

Voi ed, Un-

onsists of a weighted linear

:

wm,q pm,q (x)

m=1
where

wm,q

are the weighted fa tors. Other model orders have been tested but

led to worse results. The
models are trained by

ovarian e matrix is diagonal whi h means that the

onsidering independently the data

orresponding to

ea h feature.
The parameters of the models (the weighted fa tors, the mean ve tor and
the

ovarian e matrix of ea h Gaussian

omponent) are estimated using the

traditional Expe tation-Maximization algorithm (Dempster et al., 1977) with
10 iterations.
Classi ation is performed using the Maximum A Posteriori de ision rule. For
the voi ed
with ea h

lassier, the A Posteriori S ore (APS) of a segment asso iated
lass

orresponds to the mean

a posteriori

log-probability and is

omputed by multiplying the probabilities obtained for ea h voi ed analysis
frame, giving for example for the voi ed

˜ S voiced (Cq ) =
AP

ontent:

PNfvoiced
n=1

log(p(xn /Cq ))
Nfvoiced

Depending on the proportion

r

of voi ed frames (r

∈ [0; 1])

weight (w ) is assigned to the

lassiers in order to obtain the nal APS of the

in the segment, a

segment:

AP Sf inal = (1 − w) ∗ AP Svoiced + w ∗ AP Sunvoiced
The weight is dependent on the voi ed rate (r ∈ [0; 1]) of the segment a ording
α
to the following fun tion: w = 1 − r . α varies from 0 (the results of unvoi ed
lassier are
frame) to

onsidered only when the segment does not

+∞ (only the results of unvoi

ed

lassier are

ontain any voi ed

onsidered). The rate

that the weight de reases as a fun tion of the voi ed rate is adjusted with
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The segment is then
the maximum

lassied a

a posterior i s

ording to the

lass (fear or neutral) that has

ore:

˜ S f inal (Cq )
q0 = arg max AP
1∈[1:q]

4

Experimental validation and results

4.1 Experimental database and proto ol
The SAFE

orpus stands for the variability of spoken emotional manifesta-

tions in abnormal situations at several levels: in terms of speakers, sound et .
In order to restri t this variability given the exploratory hara ter of this work,
we fo used here on the most prototypi al emotional distin tion, i.e. the fear
vs. neutral dis rimination. The following experiments and analysis are thus
performed on a sub orpus

ontaining only

good quality

segments labelled fear

and neutral. The quality of the spee h in the segments

on erns the spee h

audibility and has been evaluated by the labellers (see Se tion 2.3). Remaining segments in lude various environment types (noise, musi ). Segments with
overlaps between speakers have been dis arded (see Se tion 2.3.3). Only segments, where the two human labellers who have obtained the lowest kappa
value agree, are

onsidered (see Se tion 2.2.4), i.e. a total of 994

segments

(38% of fear segments and 62% of neutral segment). Table 6 shows the quantity of data

orresponding to ea h

lass in terms of segment, traje tory and

frame analysis. This sub orpus will be named

SAFE_1.

Table 6

Experimental database SAFE_1 (seg. = segment, traj. = traje tories)
Classes

number of seg.

number of traj.

number of frames

duration

Fear

381

2891

113 385

19 min

Neutral

613

5417

181 615

30 min

Total

994

8308

295 000

49 min

The test proto ol follows the

Leave One Movie Out

divided into 30 subsets, ea h subset

proto ol: the data is

ontains all the segments of a movie. 30

trainings are performed, ea h time leaving out one of the subsets from training,
and then the omitted subset is used for the test. This proto ol ensures that
10
the speaker used for the test is not found in the training database
.

10 This is a tually almost the

ase. Three speakers over the 400 speakers

found in two lms.
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4.2 Global system behaviour
4.2.1 Sele ted features
It

omes out from the feature sele tion step that pit h-related features are

the most useful for the fear vs. neutral voi ed

lassier. With regard to voi e

quality features, both the jitter and the shimmer have been sele ted. The spe tral

entroid is also the most relevant spe tral feature for the voi ed

As for the unvoi ed
parti ular
Ea h

ontent.

ontent, spe tral features and the Bark Band Energy in

ome out as the most useful.

lassier

onsiders the features sele ted as the most relevant for the

two- lasses dis rimination problem. Table 7 and Table 8 show the 40 sele ted
features sorted by group for ea h
ontent, the prosodi

ontent voi ed or unvoi ed. For the voi ed

features are all sele ted after the se ond overall Fisher

sele tion, whi h means that this feature group  espe ially the pit h related
features  seems to be the most relevant for the fear-type emotions

hara -

terization. Voi e quality features also seem to be relevant: both, jitter and
shimmer have been sele ted. However the harmoni

to noise ratio has not

been sele ted. This may be explained by the presen e of various environmental noise in our data whi h makes the HNR estimation more di ult. We
should also keep in mind that the presen e of musi

ould bias the feature

sele tion, su h as the environmental noise. However, the segments whi h have
been sele ted for the experiments

ontains also ba kground musi , but at a

rather high signal (spee h) to noise (musi ) ratio, so that this inuen e should
not be detrimental.
The spe tral and

epstral features whi h

orrespond to lower level features are

preferred over the HNR. This feature group  initially in the greatest number
 was the most represented in the nal feature set. The most relevant spe tral
feature is the spe tral

entroid and

epstral features seem to be more relevant

than features des ribing dire tly the spe tral energy. Formants are also largely
represented in the nal feature set.
For the unvoi ed
more relevant than

ontent the Bark band energy-related features seem to be
epstral features. The HNR has also been sele ted.

Overall, the sele ted features

orrespond to statisti s

tory level whi h seems to be suitable for emotional

omputed at the traje -

ontent

hara terization.

4.2.2 Voi ed lassier vs. unvoi ed lassier
Classi ation performan e is evaluated by the equal error rate (EER). The
EER

orresponds to the error rate value o
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Table 7

List of the 40 sele ted features for the voi ed ontent of SAFE_1 (Table 6). Nini1 =
number of extra ted features,
 = number of features whi h are submitted to the
 Nini2
se ond sele tion (N ini2 = N ini1
), Nnal = number of sele ted features at the end
5
of the two su essive sele tions, stdev = standard deviation, kurt = kurtosis, skew =
skewness, d= derivative
Group

Nini2/Nini1

Sele ted features

Nnal/Nini2

Prosodi

7/33

meanF0 , minF0 , F0 , maxF0 ,
stdevdF0 , rangedF0 , rangeF0

7/7

Vo ie quality

8/37

Jitter , Shimmer

2/8

Spe tral

93/464

meanCs ,
minM F CC1,
meanM F CC4,
maxF1 ,
minM F CC4, mindF1 , mindF2 ,
meanM F CC1,
rangedF1 ,
rangedF2 ,
rangeF1 ,
rangeF2 ,
M F CC4,
M F CC1,
stdevF2 ,
maxdF1 , maxdF2 , maxM F CC4,
maxCs ,
minM F CC3,
skewBBE3, meanBBE3, maxF2 ,
stdevdM F CC11,
stdevdF2 ,
kurtdF1 ,
minF2 ,
kurtF1 ,
rangeM F CC1,
stdevdM F CC6,
minM F CC6

31/93

Table 8

List of the 40 sele ted features for the unvoi ed ontent of SAFE_1 (Table 6).
Group

Nini2/Nini1

Sele ted features

Nnal/Nini2

Prosodi

4/16

rangeInt

1/4

Voi e quality

8/36

tauxN onV oise, kurtdP AP

2/8

Spe tral

93/464

rangeBBE6, rangeBBE7, rangeBBE10,
stdevBBE6,
stdevBBE7,
rangeBBE8,
rangeBBE5, stdevBBE10, rangeBBE11,
rangeBBE9,
stdevBBE8,
rangeBBE12,
maxM F CC3,
stdevBBE5,
stdevBBE9,
rangeBBE4,
rangeM F CC10,
rangeM F CC12, stdevBBE11, minBBE10,
rangeM F CC8,
minBBE7,
minBBE6,
rangeBBE3,
rangeM F CC6,
minBBE8,
rangedBBE6, minM F CC11, stdevBBE12,
stdevBBE4,
minBBE9,
meanM F CC3,
rangeM F CC11, rangedBBE5, maxBw1 ,
rangedBBE4, maxBw2

37/93
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of the GMM

lassier is set su h that the re all will be approximately equal

to the pre ision.
Figure 6 shows the EER for fear from neutral
of

α.

The voi ed

lassi ation for various values

lassier is more e ient than the unvoi ed one. The EER

rea hes 40% when the unvoi ed
ase is equivalent to never
is at 32% when the voi ed

lassier is used alone (α

onsidering the voi ed

= 29%)

This worst

ontent. However, the EER

lassier is used in priority (the unvoi ed

is used only when the segments are totally unvoi ed,
(EER

= ∞).

are obtained when the unvoi ed

α = 0).

lassier is

weight de reasing qui kly as the voi ed rate in reases (α

lassier

Best results

onsidered with a

= 0.1).

EER a ording to the weight (w = 1−rα ) of the unvoi ed lassier against the
voi ed lassier obtained on SAFE_1 (Table 6) ( onden e interval at 95%: radius
≤ 3%)
Fig. 6.

The

onfusion matrix resulting from the fear vs. neutral

alpha

parameter set at

α = 0.1

lassier with the

is presented in Table 9. It illustrates the

on-

fusions between the automati

labeling of the

provided by the labellers. We

ompute also the Mean Error Rate (MER) and

lassier and the manual labels

the kappa (see Se tion 2.2.4) between human annotation and system
ation for the performan e evaluation. The kappa value at 0.53
here to the performan e of the system taking into a

ount the

orresponds
han e. This

value integrates the unbalan ed repartition of the data into the two
and allows us to

ompare the system with

working su h as

han e).

The mean a

han e (when

ura y rate of the system is 71%. It

κ = 0,

lassi-

lasses

the system is

orresponds to quite promis-

ing results given the diversity of fear manifestations illustrated in the SAFE
Corpus (400 speakers, various emergen e
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Table 9

Confusion matrix, mean error rate (MER), equal error rate (EER) and κ for fear
vs. neutral lassi ation tested on SAFE_1 (Table 6) ( onden e interval at 95%:
radius ≤ 3%)
XX
XXX automati
XX
XXX
manual
X

Neutral

Fear

Neutral

71%

29%

Fear

30%

70%

MER

29%

EER

29%

κ

0.53

Otherwise, if one would expe t deterioration of performan e when trying to
dete t fear expressed in real ontext, performan e ould be improved by adapting the system to a spe i
spe i

We

sound environment and re ording

ondition for a

surveillan e appli ation.

ompute also the

onfusion matrix between the system outputs and ea h

of the three labellers separately in Tables 10, 11, 12. The EER obtained are
between 30% (when

onsidering Lab3's annotation) and 35% (when

ering Lab1's annotation) whi h means a 5% gap. It
results, given the

onsid-

orresponds to similar

onden e intervals.

Table 10

Confusion matrix for the fear vs. neutral lassi ation system using Lab1's annotations as a referen e (704 segments for neutral lass and 631 segments for fear lass,
onden e interval at 95%: radius ≤ 4%)
XXX
XXX System
XX
XXX
Lab1

Neutral

Fear

Neutral

70%

30%

Fear

39%

61%

MER

34%

EER

35%

κ

0,48
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Table 11

Confusion matrix for the fear vs. neutral lassi ation system using Lab2's annotations as a referen e (1322 segments for neutral lass and 518 segments for fear lass,
onden e interval at 95%: radius ≤ 4%)
XX
XXX
System
XX
XXX
Lab2
X

Neutral

Fear

Neutral

69%

31%

Fear

32%

68%

MER

32%

EER

32%

κ

0,45

Table 12

Confusion matrix for the fear vs. neutral lassi ation system using Lab3's annotations as a referen e (352 segments for neutral lass and 309 segments for fear lass,
onden e interval at 95%: radius ≤ 5%)
XX
XXX
System
XXX
XXX
Lab3

Neutral

Fear

Neutral

72%

29%

Fear

31%

69%

MER

30%

EER

30%

κ

0.53

4.2.3 System performan e vs. human performan e
A supplementary blind annotation based on the audio support only (i.e. by
listening to the segments with no a
veyed by video and by the global

ess to the

ontextual information

ontent of the sequen e) has been

out by an additional labeller (LabSys) on SAFE_1. LabSys has to
segments into the

ategories

fear

or

neutral

on-

arried

lassify the

with the same available informa-

tion as the one provided to the system. We present in Table 13 the

onfusion

matrix and the kappa s ore obtained by LabSys on SAFE_1. This table an be
linked with Table 9 in order to

ompare the system performan e with human

performan e.
The kappa obtained by the system is 0.53. It
forman e

orresponds to a good per-

ompared to the value of 0.57 obtained by LabSys. However, the

behaviors of LabSys and the system are quite dierent. LabSys is better to
re ognize

neutral

(99% of

orre t re ognition against 71% for the system) and

the system is better to re ognize

fear

(70% of

for LabSys).

29
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Table 13

Confusion matrix obtained by LabSys on SAFE_1
XX
XX
XXXLabSys
XXX
SAFE_1
X

Neutral

Fear

Neutral

99%

1%

Fear

36%

64%

κ

0.57

LabSys annotates more segments as neutral. Almost all the segments annotated

neutral

and 36% of those annotated

by LabSys. This shows that some fear
with the audio

fear

in SAFE_1 are labelled

neutral

ues are di ult to be per eived only

hannel.

4.3 Lo al system behaviour
Table 14 spe ies the system behaviour on the various segments a
the threat during whi h they o
annotations are

ur. With this aim, the emotional

ording to
ategory

orrelated with the threat tra k annotations as presented in

Clavel et al. (2007). Five fear sub lasses are thus obtained:
-

NoThreat Fear :

fear o

urring during normal situation, i.e. situation with

no threat,

-

Latent Fear : fear o urring during latent threats,
Potential Fear : fear o urring during potential threats,
Immediate Fear : fear o urring during immediate threats.
Past Fear : fear o urring during past threats.
err is evaluated by the 95% onden e interval
2004). The radius r of the onden e interval I =

The reliability of the error rates
(Bengio and Mariéthoz.,

[err − r; err + r]

is

omputed a

r=
where

Nseg

ording to the following formula:

v
u
u err(1 − err)
1, 96t

Nseg

is the number of segments used for the test.

The segment distribution of the fear

lass in the experimental database a -

ording to the type of the threat during whi h the segment o

urs is presented

in Table 14.
With regard to the fear re ognition, we
ments labelled fear are
(78%) are obtained on

an see in Table 9 that 70% of the seg-

orre tly re ognized by the system. Best performan es

Immediate Fear

segments. By
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Table 14

Proportion and re ognition rate with onden e interval at 95% of fear segments
a ording to the degree of imminen e of the threat on SAFE_1 (Table 6)

fear

% of tested segments

re ognition rate

no threat

7%

61%±18%

potential threat

4%

64%±24%

latent threat

33%

60%±8%

immediate threat

50%

78%±5%

past threat

5%

71%±18%

rate falls on fear segments o

urring during normal situation (61%±18%), po-

tential (64%±24%) or latent (60%±8%) threats. Indeed, these last types of
threats

orrespond to situations where the threat is not

learly present and

where types of fear, su h as anxiety or worry, frequently o

ur. In su h seg-

ments, fear is less expressed at the a ousti level than in fear segments o

uring

during immediate or past threats, whi h explains the performan e gap.

5

Con lusions and future work

The expe tations in automati

emotion re ognition/dete tion are ambitious.

This resear h eld is still emerging, and the emotional phenomenon remains
espe ially

omplex to grasp. In this

ontext our study

orresponds to a pre-

liminary work. So far, we have explored the dierent steps and strategies used
in the development of a fear-type emotion re ognition system dedi ated to
a given appli ation, the audio-video surveillan e. This innovative appli ation
has motivated us to take up new

hallenges in terms of emotional database

and emotion re ognition systems due to the spe i
tions and the appli ative

lass of the targeted emo-

onstraints. Indeed, su h an appli ation implies to

deal with heterogeneous data in noisy environments, whi h signi antly makes
more

omplex the

lassi ation task.

The rst issue that we have addressed is the
emotional manifestations o

olle tion of re ordings with

urring in abnormal situations. Abnormal situa-

tions are espe ially rare and unpredi table and surveillan e data are hardly
a

essible in order to prote t the person priva y. Besides there is a la k of

emotional databases (a ted or real-life) whi h illustrate fear-type emotions in
threat situations. The audiovisual
built,

orpus  the SAFE

orpus  that we have

ontributes to handle this de ien y. We use a new material   tion

 to illustrate

in situ

emotional manifestations, in luding fear-type emotions

(worry, terror, pani , et .). More generally, the

orpus

ontains re ordings of

both normal and abnormal situations and provides a large s ope of
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and therefore a large s ope of emotional manifestations. In this way, it forms
an interesting support to study a high variety of emotional manifestations.

One of the lessons to be learned from our work, is that it is

ru ial to develop a

detailed annotation s heme whi h allows us to better understand the variety of
emotional manifestations and the asso iated system behaviour. One of our major
of a

ontribution is to have dened an annotation strategy with various levels
ura y whi h allows us both to better understand the variety of emotional

manifestations and to provide

omputable emotional

lasses. Our annotation

strategy has also the parti ularity to des ribe simultaneously the emotion
evolution and the situation evolution. The annotation has been
by three labellers, and the three annotations have been

arried out

onfronted. This

on-

frontation underlines the subje tivity of emotion per eption and shows that
our annotation strategy provides an a
tutes a

eptable level of agreement and

onsti-

orre t trade-o between generi ity (data independent) and easiness

of the labellers' task.

Another

ontribution whi h is worth mentioning is the disso iated des ription

of the spee h ow in terms of the voi ed and unvoi ed
tion has the advantage of

ontents. This des rip-

onsidering the spee h produ tion pe uliarities when

the speaker is expressing strong emotions su h as fear. We have extra ted a
large set of a ousti

features and a sele tion of the most salient features has

been performed using the Fisher sele tion algorithm. For the voi ed
the prosodi

ontent,

feature group  espe ially the pit h-related features  seems to

be the most relevant for the fear-type emotion

hara terization, though voi e

quality features and lower level features, su h as spe tral and

epstral features,

are also sele ted.

The fear vs. neutral

lassi ation a hieves a mean a

ura y rate of 71%. This

is a quite promising result, given the diversity of fear manifestations illustrated
in the SAFE Corpus (400 speakers, various emergen e

ontexts and re ording

onditions). As the fear

lass gathers indeed a large s ope of emotional mani-

festations whi h vary a

ording to threats in parti ular, we have also studied

the system behaviour on fear

lass a

ording to the threat imminen e. As ex-

pe ted, the best performan e (78%) is obtained on fear segments o

urring

during immediate threats. In su h segments, fear is indeed strongly expressed
at the a ousti

level with strong a ousti

manifestations su h as

To sum up, the material used for our study is very
plexity and the maturity of the eld of emotion
by step by providing a rst
the

ries.

omplex. Given this

om-

omputing, we pro eeded step

lassi ation fear vs. neutral in order to over ome

omplexity of the data. Indeed, it is important to deal with this

omplex-

ity in terms of noisy spee h and diversity of the data (speakers, situations)
be ause it will be present in real audio surveillan e data.
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The dis rimination between fear-type emotions and other emotions (e. g. positive and other negative emotions) will be one of the next steps of our study.
Besides, it would be interesting to upgrade our system by modelling the evolution and the temporal

ontext of the emotional manifestations. This dynami

aspe t is already integrated into the annotation strategy and an analysis of
emotional manifestations a

ording to the threat imminen e was performed.

In a surveillan e perspe tive, we would also like to

hange from the

lassi-

 ation fear vs. neutral to the dete tion of fear-type emotions among other
emotions.
Another

hallenge, whi h needs to be answered, is the pro essing of overlaps

between speakers and of
present in the SAFE
group and

rowd emotional manifestations. This type of data are

orpus. They might provide a ousti

ues

hara terizing

rowd vo al manifestation during abnormal situations.
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